The CIBMTR recognizes the effort that the transplant centers have been putting forth to complete the forms in a timely fashion. In an effort to reduce the reporting burden on transplant centers while still meeting our obligations to the cord blood banks, the CIBMTR has created the form 2451 – Chimerism Studies. As a result, cord blood patients will no longer be automatically assigned to the Report Form track. Starting with the 2.11.4 release, scheduled for July 27, 2010, the Pre-TED selection algorithm will be changed to lower the percentage of cases selected to complete the Report Forms. For those assigned to the TED track for follow-up, the Infusion Forms (2006) and the new Chimerism Studies Form (2451) will come due in FormsNet™, along with the TED follow-up forms. This will be a required form for all cord blood patients even those that decline consent.